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Local Anchor Based Location Management
Schemes for Small Cells in HetNets

Diego Pacheco-Paramo, Ian F. Akyildiz, Fellow, IEEE,
and Vicente Casares-Giner, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Existing location management (LM) methods for macrocells in LTE-Advanced have tracking area list (TAL)
granularity. Therefore, a user equipment (UE) triggers a location update (LU) whenever it leaves its current TAL, and it is
searched through paging (PG) with TAL accuracy. However, these procedures are not well-suited for small cells (SCs). The
reasons are twofold. First, dense deployments of SCs imply that paging has a low probability to be successful in the first
attempt, increasing the signaling overhead in the Core Network (CN). Second, smaller coverage areas lead to a higher
mobility among cells, increasing the signaling overhead in the CN due to LUs. In this work, two LM schemes with fine
granularity are proposed. These schemes update UE’s location to a local anchor (LA) in a SC or tracking area (TA) basis,
respectively. By increasing the accuracy of UE’s location, a significant reduction of signaling overhead in the CN due to PG
is achieved. Moreover, LUs to the LA are performed through direct X2-interface links to avoid signaling overhead in the
CN. A versatile mobility model is developed and closed-form expressions for UEs’ mobility metrics are found to validate the
proposed schemes through variations of critical parameters such as TA/TAL configuration, UE’s mobility patterns and
cell residence times.

Index Terms—Location management, small cells, paging, location update, tracking area list.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SMALL cells (SCs) play a crucial role towards satis-
fying the capacity requirements imposed on mo-

bile networks [1] [2]. Moreover, it is expected that
they scale properly in order to effectively enhance
perfomance in dense indoor/outdoor scenarios [3].
Likewise, the success of large-scale deployments de-
pends on their ability to coordinate and optimize their
resources while avoiding additional processing load
on current networks. Some of the issues that have
been identified and addressed in SC networks are
interference avoidance, cell search, cell selection and
handover decision/execution. However, there is not
sufficient research carried out in solving the issues that
make location management methods of macrocells
unsuitable for small cells. Two characteristics of SCs
have been identified to have a negative impact in
macrocell location management methods: (i) backhaul
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restrictions, and (ii) small coverage areas. The former
imposes a tighter bound on signaling overhead, since
the backhaul is shared with fixed users. The latter
implies that users cross cells more often, and therefore
more signaling is required per user.

Location management involves two key proce-
dures: location update (LU) and paging (PG). LUs
are triggered by the User Equipment (UE) to inform
about its current position to the Mobility Management
Entity (MME) in the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). To
that purpose, the 3GPP standard defines three levels
on which to locate a UE: (i) cell level , (ii) tracking area
(TA) level, and (iii) tracking area list (TAL) level. A cell
is the minimum unit of coverage for UEs. A TA is a
group of cells that share a TA identifier (TAI) and each
cell belongs to only one TA. A TAL is a UE specific
set of TAs where the UE can camp without triggering
an LU procedure. Once a UE camps in a cell with a
TAI that does not belong to its TAL, it triggers an LU
procedure, referred to in the standards as a Tracking
Area Update (TAU) procedure. With this procedure,
the MME is informed that the UE has left the current
TAL. Then, the MME responds with the assignment of
a new TAL to the UE [4].

A paging procedure starts when an incoming call
has to be routed to a UE. Since the MME knows the



UE location in a TAL granularity, the UE is searched in
the cells of the current TAL.The basic paging policies
can be classified as parallel and serial [5]. In parallel
paging, also named as non-selective or blanking pag-
ing, the UE is simultaneously searched in all the cells
that belong to the TAL. In serial paging, also named
as selective paging, the UE is searched sequentially,
for instance, according to certain estimated probability
of determining the UE in a given area [6], according
to the distance to the cell in which the UE had its
last contact with the network [7] or according to the
location granularity of the UE [8]. For example, in [8],
three policies are proposed and evaluated, two of them
labeled as Cell-TAL and TA-TAL, a two-step searching
scheme, and the other scheme labeled as Cell-TA-TAL,
a three-step scheme.

There is a tradeoff between LU and PG costs. As
LUs are performed more often, the amount of paging
is reduced and vice-versa. For instance, as the size of
the TAL grows, the UE will cross less TALs, hence
reducing the LUs, but more cells have to be paged.
From an operator’s point of view, TA’s setting has a
higher cost than TAL’s setting, since adding or dis-
carding cells from a TA involves equipment reconfig-
uration, which forces service interruption for the cells
involved. Hence, in order to successfully adapt to traf-
fic conditions, most of the existing work focus on TAL
configuration. In [9], while TA size remains fixed, TAL
size is dynamically changed according to the user’s
speed. This allows for high speed users to reduce their
TAUs by using bigger TALs. However, this solution
requires the introduction of specific timers for each
user in the MME, which increases its complexity and
implementation cost. In [10], the TAL design approach
is proved to be more effective than the TA design
approach to reduce signaling overhead, assuming that
the load of cells and handover data is available from
the network, and that this information is enough to
construct traces that correctly represent users’ move-
ments. A more direct approach consists in analyzing
location patterns obtained from Call Data Records
(CDRs) in order to identify the most frequently visited
areas and correlate this information with the service
provided to the user or the underlying structure of
the area, which could be used to design effective
paging schemes [11],[12]. Yet, since user-profile based
schemes define a subset of cells for a first paging cycle
according to historical information, a proportion of
users will inherently suffer from paging delay.

One of the main concerns in TA/TAL design is
to reduce the impact that TAUs and PG signaling
overhead have over the EPC, and in particular over
the MME. According to [13], 34% of the processing
load in the MME is due to LM procedures, where 29%

is due to paging and 5% is due to TAUs, and it is
expected that these values grow with the introduction
of SCs. An important processing load reduction in the
MME may be achieved through direct cell interaction.
In [14] a PG procedure that forwards PG messages
from cell to cell is proposed. This messages are sent
through the X2 interface [15], which has been defined
in 3GPP as a logical link to support direct interaction
among cells. However, routing through one-hop steps
rapidly increases the load in SCs’ backhaul for large
deployments.

There are two main contributions in our work.
First, we propose two location management schemes
for small cells that achieve a finer granularity of UE’s
location by registering its position in a SC or TA basis
to a Local Anchor (LA). LA-based solutions have al-
ready been proposed to reduce excessive signaling as-
sociated to high mobility in cellular networks. In [16],
a VLR is chosen as an LA, reducing the registration
frequency to the HLR. However, in that solution the
LA remains inside the Core Network, and hence the
communication among LAs increments the signaling
load of the Core Network (EPC for 3GPP). In our
work, the LA is chosen among the SCs, and in order
to avoid increasing the signaling load in the EPC, loca-
tion updates among SCs are performed through direct
links using the X2 interface. For scalability purposes,
an X2 Router [17] is used, so each SC only has to
maintain a single X2 connection. On the other hand,
the LA is chosen on a per-user-basis from all the SCs
in the TAL, distributing the processing load. More
importantly, by achieving a finer granularity of the UE
location, the processing load associated with paging in
the MME is considerably reduced.

Second, we use a versatile mobility model to vali-
date our LA-based LM schemes in relevant scenarios
and provide closed-form expressions for LM metrics.
These scenarios include variations of TA’s and TAL’s
sizes and shapes, cell residence times, UE’s mobil-
ity patterns and mobility adaptive TAL configuration
policies.

The rest of this document is organized as follows.
In section 2, we review the 3GPP solution for loca-
tion management. In section 3 we introduce our two
proposed local anchor based location management
procedures and describe their associated signaling. In
section 4, we describe the mobility model of UEs,
the configuration of TALs, and find closed-form ex-
pressions for relevant LM metrics. Then, in section 5
we use these expressions to define the signaling cost
functions of the 3GPP scheme and our two proposed
LM schemes. The total signaling cost of the two pro-
posed schemes and the 3GPP solution are compared
in section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 RELATED WORK: 3GPP-BASED SCHEME

The location management procedure in 3GPP groups
cells into Tracking Areas (TA) where each cell can be-
long to only one TA. In the same way, a Tracking Area
List (TAL) is a group of TAs where a UE can camp
without triggering a TAU. These TALs are defined on
a per-user basis and set the granularity to which users’
location is known. In Fig. 1 we show a deployment
of 7 SCs grouped in TAs to describe the location
management procedure of 3GPP. The correspondence
of SCs and TAs is as follows: TA 1={SC 1, SC 2},
TA 2={SC 3, SC 4, SC 5} and TA 3={SC 6, SC 7}.
Each TA has a unique Tracking Area Identifier (TAI)
which is broadcasted by the SCs. Let us consider the
UE camping in SC 1 and moving to SC 6 following the
route A-B-C . Originally, this UE has TAL x, which is
composed of TA 1 and TA 2. In transition C , after SC 6
broadcasts its TAI, the UE looks for this TAI in its TAL,
and a Tracking Area Update (TAU) is performed since
SC 6 does not belong to TAL x. This TAU procedure
has a twofold purpose: First, it informs the MME of
the UE location. Second, the MME delivers a new TAL
to the UE, in this case TAL y. In order to reduce the
signaling associated with the ping pong effect [18][19],
the last visited TA after a TAU procedure is part of
the new TAL. Therefore, TA 2 belongs to both TAL
x and TAL y. An important consequence of the TAU
procedure is that paging is done on a TAL-basis. For
example, if a user is following the same route A-B-
C , and a call arrives just after the transition in B, the
MME only knows that the user is inside TAL x, and
the UE will be searched according to that information.

In Fig. 1, the relevant elements of the EPC for
LM are displayed. The Mobility Management Entity
(MME) is responsible for the LM functions such as
tracking, paging and setting of TALs for UEs. It also
decides if during a TAU procedure it is necessary
to change the Serving Gateway (SGW). The SGW is
responsible for data transfer to UEs. The Packet Data
Network Gateway (PDN GW) needs to maintain re-
cent information about each UE corresponding MME
and SGW in order to connect to the PDN. The Home
Subscriber Server (HSS) is responsible for registering
UEs, including information about its current MME.
Finally, the Home eNodeB GW (HeNB GW) is the
point where the SCs (defined as HeNBs in 3GPP)
connect to access the EPC.

Four variations of the TAU procedure are defined
in the standards [4], differing in the use of the el-
ements of the EPC. The most common and simplest
type of TAU procedure only involves the MME in
the EPC, as shown in Fig. 2, and is the one used as
reference in this work.
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Fig. 1: Tracking Area Update procedure and elements
in the Evolved Packet Core.

UE HeNB MME

4. TAU Accept

5. TAU Complete

1. TAU Request

2. TAU Request

3. TAU Accept

6. TAU Complete

HeNB GW

Fig. 2: Tracking Area Update procedure in 3GPP.

The signaling associated with a single paging pro-
cedure is described in Fig. 3. For the 3GPP-based solu-
tion used throughout this work for reference purposes,
we will consider the PG scheme CT (TA-TAL) [8], that
achieves a good performance while maintaining com-
patibility with the 3GPP standard. In this PG scheme,
when a call is addressed to the UE, the MME will page
the last TA to which the last contacted SC belongs. If it
fails, all the remaining cells of the TAL will be paged.
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1. Paging Request

2. Paging Request

UE HeNB MMEHeNB GW

Fig. 3: Paging procedure in 3GPP.

3 PROPOSED LOCAL ANCHOR BASED
SCHEMES

We utilize SCs as Local Anchors (LAs) that register
the position of UEs inside a TAL using the X2 inter-
face [20]. By means of introducing LUs for movements
of UEs inside the TAL, we achieve a finer granularity
of their location, and thus reduce the signaling over-
head associated to paging in the MME.
In our proposed LA-based schemes, as a UE enters
the ECM-idle mode, which means that the user is
registered to the network but is not active, a three-
step sequence is followed: First, the UE registers its
position to the MME. Then, the MME sends a TAL
to the UE. Finally, the UE registers its position to the
LA in the TAL. Let us recall that the first two steps
are part of the TAU procedure described in section
2. The last step, defined as a location update to the
local anchor, is introduced in this work and can be
performed separately from the first two. Any SC can
be an LA, and this element is responsible for keeping
track of its registered UEs. Additionally, the LA is
defined on a per-user-basis, which allows to distribute
the signaling load generated by UEs among the SCs in
the network.
Location updates to the LA are performed through
the X2 interface without intervention of the EPC, thus
avoiding signaling overhead in the MME. As can be
seen in the architecture of Fig. 4, an X2 Router is
included in the E-UTRAN [17]. This X2 Router can
co-exist with the HeNB GW since it only affects the
X2 link and its main function is to maintain an X2 link
among the SCs through a single connection. This is
convenient for scalability purposes and also to allow
X2 connectivity to macrocells.
Our two LA-based schemes differ in their location
granularity. The LA-based scheme with SC granularity
sends LUs to the LA every time a UE crosses a SC
inside the TAL. On the other hand, the LA-based
scheme with TA granularity only sends LUs to the LA
when a TA inside the TAL is crossed. Let us recall that
both schemes are compliant with the 3GPP standards,
since the TAU procedure described in Section 2 is

Fig. 4: E-UTRAN architecture for LU and Paging in
LA-based schemes.

still performed when the UE leaves its TAL. The LU
signaling to the Local Anchor is described in Figure 5.
First, the destination SC receives an LU request from
the UE, with information about its current LA. Then,
the SC forwards this message to the LA through the
X2 Router. It can be observed that it is fairly simple
though it implies the participation of three elements:
(i) destination SC, (ii) X2 Router and, (iii) Local An-
chor.
The paging procedure for the LA-based schemes is
described in Figure 6. First, the MME pages the
last registered SC in the TAL, that is, the current LA
of the UE. This procedure is done according to the
3GPP standard, using the S1 interface. Then, the LA
forwards the paging request to the X2 Router with
information about the destination SC or TA. The X2
Router then forwards the paging request to the corre-
sponding SC or TA. Although this procedure involves
more steps than the 3GPP-based solution described
in Figure 3, the total paging signaling is reduced by
having precise information about the location of UEs.

3.1 Local Anchor Based Scheme with Small Cell
Granularity

In our first proposed scheme, LA-SC, a UE will send
Location Updates (LU) to the LA through the X2 in-
terface on a SC-basis. Therefore, each time a user hops
from one SC to another, an LU message is sent to the
LA, which will keep a record of the last visited cell. In
Fig. 4, a UE is originally placed in SC 1 and follows the
route A-B-C . Since SC 1 is the first SC where the UE is
registered, it is chosen as its LA. The UE sends an LU
message to SC 1 just after the transitions in A and B,
notifying that the new visited SC is, respectively SC 3
and SC 5. Beyond C , the UE triggers a TAU procedure,
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UE Local Anchor 
HeNB

HeNB X2 Router

1. Location Update Request

2. Location Update Request

3. Location Update Request

Fig. 5: Location update to the local anchor through the
X2 interface.

UE Local Anchor 
HeNB

HeNB X2 Router MME

1. Paging Request (S1)

4. Paging Request 

2. Paging Request (X2)

3. Paging Request (X2)

Fig. 6: Paging using the local anchor through the X2
interface.

and also SC 6 is chosen as the new LA. Therefore,
signaling is sent to the E-UTRAN only in C . If the
UE receives a call just after B, the LA, i.e. the SC 1,
receives the paging message through the S1 interface,
and forwards it to the current SC (SC 5) through the X2
Router. Therefore, with this scheme, the UE is tracked
at SC level, that is, it offers the finest granularity (1 SC).

3.2 Local Anchor Based Scheme with Tracking
Area Granularity

In our second proposed scheme, LA-TA, a UE will
perform LUs to the LA through the X2 interface in a
TA-basis. In this case, when the user hops from one TA
to another inside its TAL, an LU message indicating
the new TAI is sent to the LA. Let us consider a UE
originally placed in SC 1 that follows the route A-B-C
as shown in Figure 4. The chosen LA is the same as
in the previous scheme. However, the UE only sends
an LU message to the LA in A, but not in B, and
then in C a TAU procedure is triggered. If a call is
forwarded to the UE after B, the LA will only know
its current TA, and therefore all the SCs inside TA 2
will be forwarded the paging message through the
X2 Router. Notice that, in both the proposed schemes,
after leaving the former TAL x, the UE has to change
the LA to the first visited SC in the new TAL y, SC 6.

4 MOBILITY MODEL DESCRIPTION AND MET-
RICS ESTIMATION

In this section, we provide an analytical approach to
assess the impact of mobility in the performance of LM
schemes. To that purpose, we first revisit a 2D mobility
model for UEs in a small cell network. Then, based in
the proposed cell layout, we define the structure of
TAs and TALs, and present two mobility-dependent
TAL configuration solutions. Finally, we obtain closed-
form expressions for three metrics that determine the
signaling cost of LM procedures: (i) the mean number
of location update messages to a local anchor, (ii) the
mean number of Tracking Area Update procedures to
the MME, and (iii) the probability of finding a UE in a
given SC.

4.1 Mobility and Traffic Model
As in [21], here we use a 2D versatile mobility model.
First, the sojourn or the residence time of a UE in a SC
is defined by a Gamma distribution [8], with Laplace
transform f∗m(s) given by:

f∗m(s) =

∫ ∞
0

fm(e)e−stdt =

(
λmγ

s+ λmγ

)γ
, (1)

where the mean and variance are respectively
given by 1/λm and 1/(γλ2

m). It make sense to con-
sider the Gamma distribution as cell residence time
since it has been used in many studies about location
management [35] .

Second, we assume a 2D tessellation of regular
hexagons. This model allows us to evaluate the pro-
posed solutions in large-scale, dense small cell deploy-
ments, as can be expected in urban areas of cities such
as New York, Chicago or Boston, where users tend
to remain inside clusters of small size (1-3 km2) that
account for a significant amount of their traffic volume
(30%-50%)[12]. To serve these extended hotspots for
indoor/outdoor scenarios, microcells and metrocells
are appropriate [22],[23]. These types of small cells
have high capacities and coverage areas that can go
from 100 m to 2 km.

According to the proposed tessellation, once the
UE leaves a SC, it can move in 6 different directions
as shown in Figure 7. The transition probabilities are
a function of the parameter α and an orientation as
it is shown in Table 1, where a normalization factor
D(α) = 1+2α+2α2+α3 is included, [21]. By defining
an orientation and choosing an appropriate value of α
it is possible to increase the probability of going in any
direction. For example, by choosing orientation 1 and
setting α > 1, the UE will have a higher probability of
going to North (N ). On the other hand, if α < 1, the
UE will have a higher probability of going to South
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Fig. 7: Transition probabilities for each direction.

TABLE 1: Transition probabilities, D(α)=1+2α+2α2+α3.

Orientation 1 Orientation 2 Orientation 3
pN (α) α3/D(α) α2/D(α) α/D(α)
pNE(α) α2/D(α) α3/D(α) α2/D(α)
pSE(α) α/D(α) α2/D(α) α3/D(α)
pS(α) 1/D(α) α/D(α) α2/D(α)
pSW (α) α/D(α) 1/D(α) α/D(α)
pNW (α) α2/D(α) α/D(α) 1/D(α)

(S). To increase the probability of going to the other
directions, we have to choose orientation 2 or 3. It
should be noted that random-walk can be achieved
by setting α = 1. Also, notice that pN (α) = pS(α−1),
pSE(α) = pNW (α−1), and pSW (α) = pNE(α−1).

As traffic model, call arrivals to the UEs follow a
Poisson process with rate λc.

4.2 Tracking Area List Configuration

We present two TAL configuration policies. The cen-
tral policy TAL configuration aims to reduce the TAUs
caused by the ping-pong effect. The adaptive policy
TAL configuration is our proposal, and aims to reduce
the TAU frequency by choosing a TAL that maximizes
the sojourn time for a given UE mobility pattern.

4.2.1 The Central Policy TAL Configuration
Let us consider a large deployment of SCs covering
hexagonal areas as shown in Figure 8. Each TA is
composed of STA SCs and each TAL is composed of
STAL TAs. In this case, each TA is surrounded by a
blue line, and is composed of 3 SCs, hence STA = 3.
In other words, a TA adopts the mosaic graph M0

structure, [24]. Let us define that TAL 1 is composed
of {TA 1, TA 2, TA 3, TA 4, TA 5, TA 6, TA 7 },
(STAL = 7), that is, one TA surrounded by 6 TAs and
is represented by the TAs inside the red line in Figure

8. Notice that this structure looks like a mosaic graph
T1 [24]. With the objective of reducing the signaling
associated to the ping-pong effect, TALs overlap [25].
The ping-pong effect more likely occurs when a UE
moves in a random way. For example, in our mobility
model, this corresponds to α values around 1. If a
UE with TAL 1, moves from TA 6 to TA 9, a TAU
procedure is performed as explained in the previous
section. The new TAL contains the last visited TA (TA
6) and positions the new visited TA (TA 9) as close
to the center of the new TAL as possible. Therefore
TAL 2 is composed of {TA 6, TA 7, TA 8, TA 9, TA
10, TA 12, TA 13 } and it is represented by the TAs
inside the green line. If the UE in TA 9 goes back to
TA 6, it remains with TAL 2, since TALs overlap and
TA 6 belongs to both TAL 1 and TAL 2. This central-
ized scheme, or central policy, has been proposed and
studied by several authors to reduce the frequency of
TAU (or LUs) messages when a random-walk model is
considered as it is shown, for instance, in [4], [18], [26],
[27], and [28]. When an incoming call is delivered to
the UE, that is, after a successful paging, a TAL update
is also performed. In this case, the assignment of the
new TAL also follows the central policy.

4.2.2 The Adaptive Policy TAL Configuration

We consider the same SCs deployment shown in Fig-
ure 9, with STA = 3, STAL = 7 where the UEs’
move in the North-East (NE) direction with a higher
probability than any other directions, i.e., orientation
2 and α significantly higher than 1, see Table 1. This
scenario represents UEs’ following a restricted path,
e.g., a group of vehicles moving in a highway [29].
In this case, the ping-pong effect will occur less fre-
quently and the central policy TAL configuration may
not be a suitable solution. An intuitive approach is
to perform the assignment of the starting SC in the
new TAL in such a way that the sojourn or residence
time in this new TAL be maximum; equivalently to
minimize the rate of TAU [27]. As an example, Figure
9 shows the resulting new TAL when the UE leaves
from TA 6 in direction NE and is composed of {TA
8, TA 9, TA 11, TA 12, TA 13, TA 14, TA 15}, that is,
there is no overlapping with the previous TAL. We
call this the adaptive TAL configuration or adaptive
policy and basically deals with the estimation of the
SC and TA that the UE should begin in the new
TAL. Obviously, the assignment of the starting SC
must be in agreement with the 2D geographical cell
layout. With this regard, a significant advantage of this
approach is that it uses already defined TAs, which is
convenient since the cost of configuring new TAs is
higher than that of configuring TALs. As in section
4.2.1, when an incoming call is delivered to the UE,
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Fig. 8: Central Tracking Area Lists configuration with
STA=3, STAL=7. Suitable for random-walk model,
α=1.

Fig. 9: Adaptive Tracking Area Lists configuration
with STA=3, STAL=7. Suitable for α >1.

that is, after a successful paging, a TAL update based
on central policy is also performed.

4.3 Location Management Metrics Estimation
We utilize the proposed mobility model and the TAL
configuration policies to obtain closed-form expres-
sions for the mobility metrics that define signaling in
location management. These are obtained as follows.

4.3.1 Mean Number of Tracking Area Updates to the
MME
The SC’s residence or sojourn time of a UE follows a
Gamma distribution and when exiting a given SC, the

UE visits one of the six neighboring SCs according to
the routing probabilities of Table 1. A Tracking Area
Update (TAU) message is sent by the UE every time
it leaves the TAL. Figure 10(a) shows a SC network
with STA = 3 and STAL = 7. The 21 SCs inside the
TAL and the 21 SCs that are external, surrounding
and adjacent to the TAL, are enumerated. Following
Appendix A, the TAU messages can be seen as a point
process characterized by a Markovian Arrival Process
(MAP). Then, matrix D0 contains the transition prob-
abilities between SCs that belong to the TAL where
the UE is actually roaming. Matrix D1 contains the
exiting transition probabilities from the TAL towards
the adjacent SCs plus the entering transitions from
the adjacent SCs towards SCs of the new TAL. In
other words, the adjacent SCs to the current TAL
are ephemeral states in the MAP, which means that
immediately after the UE is absorbed in one of the
21 adjacent states, an instantaneous transition towards
one of the SCs of the new TAL follows. Therefore, the
transitions of D0 do not involve TAL updates, while
the transitions of D1 do.

So, the dynamics of the UE is modeled with
a semi-Markov process characterized by a discrete-
time Markov chain (DTMC) with stochastic matrix
Π = D0 + D1, see Appendix A. Figure 10(b) shows
the same deployment as Figure 10(a), in which the
adjacent states have been re-enumerated according
to the position that the UE will occupy initially in
the new TAL. This strategy corresponds to the central
policy. In other words, after exiting the current TAL,
the UE sets its new position in one of the three SCs of
the central TA, in SC 0, SC 1 or SC 2. It is important to
recall that D1 takes into account the SC at which the
UE starts romaing in the new TAL.

Following the example of Figure 10, notice that
when the mobility model is not random-walk (α 6= 1),
the adaptive policy could be a better solution than
the central policy. In this case, the starting TA could
be one of the other six TAs around the central TA.
Then, the surrounding SCs with number 0 in Fig.10(b),
could be replaced by 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 or 18 and the
surrounding states numbered with 1 and 2, could be
replaced by, respectively, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 or 19 and 5, 8,
11, 14, 17 or 20.

According to the results (27) obtained in the Ap-
pendix A, the mean number of TAU messages trig-
gered by the UE, NTAU is given by

NTAU = Pisc

∞∑
z=0

β(z)M(z)

= Piscf
∗
m,r(λc)]

[
I− f∗m(λc)Π

]−1
D1e, (2)
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Fig. 10: Diagram to calculate NTAL for STA=3 and STAL=7

where Pisc is a vector containing the probabilities of
finding a UE in each SC of a TAL just immediately
after the reception of the last incoming call, β(z) is
the probability that a UE performs z SC transitions be-
tween two call arrivals, and M(z) is the mean number
of TAUs in z SC transitions, see Appendix A.3 .

4.3.2 Mean Number of Location Updates to the Local
Anchor
In the LA-SC Based scheme, a Location Update is
sent to the Local Anchor (LA) every SC crossing that
does not involve a TAU procedure. Clearly, the mean
number of LUs to the LA LULA−SC is, from (2)

LULA−SC =
1

θ
−NTAU , (3)

where the parameter θ = λc/λm is the
call-to-mobility ratio.

In the LA-TA Based Scheme, a Location Update is
sent to the LA every TA crossing that does not involve
a TAU procedure. The process can be described using
the same D-MAP tools used to derive NTAU . Then, the
mean number of TA crossings NTA, can be obtained
through the results obtained in the Appendix A, but
considering a DTMC Π formed just by a TA and its
neighboring SCs. In Figure 11 we show a TA with
STA=3 and its surrounding SCs. In this case D0 is
formed by the transitions that occur inside the TA and
D1 is formed by the transitions that go outside the TA.
By properly replacing these new D0 and D1 in (27),
the mean number of TA crossings, NTA is obtained.
It should be considered that in this case Imdf = I, in
other words, Pfsc = Pisc since the location of the UE
does not change inside the TA when, neither, an LU
in the LA is performed or a call is received. Therefore,

2
1 1

0 0
2 2

1 1
0 0

2

Fig. 11: Diagram to calculate NTA for STA=3.

the mean number of LUs to the LA, LULA−TA is given
by

LULA−TA = NTA −NTAU . (4)

4.3.3 Paging Probabilities

Here we derive the paging probabilities according
to the LU procedure for TALs. From results in Ap-
pendix A.3 , it is clear that the probability to find
the UE visiting SC j in the actual TAL is given by
Pfsc. Its component j, i.e. Pfsc,j is the probability
to find the UE visiting SC j of the TAL of size
Nc = STA · STAL.Therefore the probability of finding
a UE in a given TA, pF−TA is given by

pF−TA =
∑
j∈Ω

Pfsc,j , (5)

where Ω is the set of SCs that belong to the referred
TA.
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5 DEFINITION OF SIGNALING COSTS

In this section, we define the signaling cost function
for the existing 3GPP-based scheme and the two pro-
posed LA-based schemes. The total signaling cost is
composed of the location update and the paging costs.

5.1 Tracking Area Update and Location Update
Costs

The total cost of performing Tracking Area Updates
(TAU) , CLU−TAU is given by

CLU−TAU = CLU−MME ·NTAU , (6)

where CLU−MME is the cost of performing a single
TAU procedure according to the description of Figure
2.

The LA-based schemes perform an LU to the LA
whenever a SC or a TA is crossed. The cost of a single
LU to the LA is defined as CLU−LA, following the
LU procedure described in Figure 5. Therefore, the
total cost of LUs for the LA-SC and LA-TA based
schemes are, respectively

CLU−SC = CLU−LA · LULA−SC , (7)
CLU−TA = CLU−LA · LULA−TA. (8)

5.2 Paging Cost

The cost of a single paging procedure in 3GPP as
shown in Figure 3 is Cpag−3GPP . In this work, we
consider a two step paging scheme for the 3GPP-based
solution [8]. In a first attempt, the SCs that belong
to the TA or TAs are paged, and in the case of no
success, the rest of the SCs of the TAL are paged.
Therefore, the total paging cost for the 3GPP-based
scheme, CPG−3GPP−based is given by

CPG−3GPP−based = Cpag−3GPP · pF−TA ·Nsc−c
+ Cpag−3GPP · (1− pF−TA) · STA · STAL, (9)

where Nsc−c is the number of SCs in the center of
the TAL. In the particular case that the center of the
TAL is composed of only one TA, Nsc−c = STA.

The paging procedures used by the LA-based
schemes follow the sequence shown in Figure 6. The
MME pages the Local Anchor through the S1 interface,
which identifies the last SC or TA registered and for-
wards the paging message using the X2 interface to the
corresponding SC or TA through the X2 Router. Using
Cpag−3GPP as a reference, the paging costs for the SC
update solution and the TA update solution are, re-
spectively

TABLE 2: Sets of costs for analysis.

Set Cpag−3gpp CLU−MME CLU−LA

1 1 10 2
2 1 10 3
3 1 10 4
4 1 10 5

CPG−LA−SC = 3 · Cpag−3GPP , (10)
CPG−LA−TA = (2 + STA) · Cpag−3GPP . (11)

5.3 Total Cost
The total cost for the 3GPP-based scheme and the
two proposed LA-based solutions are composed of the
total location update cost and paging, and are given by

Cost3GPP−based = CLU−TAU + CPG−3GPP−based,
(12)

CostLA−SC = CLU−TAU + CLU−SC + CPG−LA−SC ,
(13)

CostLA−TA = CLU−TAU + CLU−TA + CPG−LA−TA.
(14)

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we compare our two proposed schemes
with the 3GPP-based solution. We evaluate the pro-
posed location management schemes to assess the
impact that different parameters have in their perfor-
mance. In Table 2 four different sets of cost values are
defined. We have set the TAU cost to be 10 times the
cost of paging procedures as has been consistently
used in previous location management works [9],
[36],[37]. Unless otherwise stated, the cost set used
through this work is 2.

6.1 Random-Walk Mobility
In Figure 12, the location update, paging and total
costs for a system with STA=12, STAL=7, and γ=1
are shown for the 3GPP-based, and the two proposed
LA-based solutions as a function of mobility through
θ. In this case, α=1 is used, and therefore we have a
random-walk mobility model. As expected, the total
location update cost shown in Figure 12(a) grows with
mobility and is lower for the 3GPP-based solution
since it only considers TAU procedures, while the
LA-based solutions include the updates to the local
anchor. On the other hand, in Figure 12(b) the paging
is higher for the 3GPP solution since the location of the
user is known in a TAL granularity, which in this case
has a size of 84 SCs. As expected, for higher mobility
values the probability of finding the UE in the center of
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Fig. 12: Costs for system with α=1, γ=1, STA=12 and STAL=7.
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Fig. 13: Total cost for system with STAL=7, α=1.
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Fig. 14: Total cost for system with STA=7, α=1.

the TAL decreases, and hence the paging cost grows.
This variation does not occur with the paging in the
LA-based schemes since in these cases the location of
the user is known in a fixed basis (SC or TA). Accord-
ing to Figure 12(c), for low mobility values the LA-SC
scheme has the lowest total cost, because by having
the lowest paging cost, at this point the influence of
location updates is not too high. However, as mobility
grows, the total cost for this scheme rapidly surpasses
the other two solutions. In this scenario, the LA-TA
scheme has the lowest total cost for θ between 0.02
and 0.2. For θ < 0.02, the 3GPP-based solution per-

forms better. Therefore, for high mobility values, the
signaling overhead reduction in paging achieved by
the LA-based solutions is not enough to compensate
for the location updates to the local anchor. In fact,
when θ=0.01, the LA-TA scheme total cost is over
50% higher than the one obtained by the 3GPP based
solution. However, UEs’ location precision is 7 times
higher than the 3GPP-based solution for the LA-TA
scheme and 84 times for the LA-SC scheme.
In Figure 13 the total cost for the three solutions is
shown as a function of θ and STA , for a system
with STAL=7, γ=1 and α=1. For the LA-SC scheme
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in Figure 13(a), the total cost grows with mobility and
decreases as STA grows. This reduction in the total
cost is associated with a reduction in TAU procedures,
since STA does not affect LULA−SC . Although this
scheme reaches the finest granularity independently
of the value of STA and STAL, the impact of the LUs
to the LA is too significant in the total cost. For the LA-
TA scheme, Figure 13(b), some improvement can be
achieved through STA adjustments. Clearly, the total
cost monotonically increases with mobility. However,
by fixing θ, increasing STA will first decrease the total
cost because the LUs to the LA and TAU procedures
are reduced, and then will increase the total cost be-
cause the paging (proportional to STA) will overcome
the LU reduction. Therefore, an optimal value for STA
can be found for each θ, and this value is higher as
mobility increases. A similar behavior occurs in the
3GPP solution shown in Figure 13(c). In this case, the
reduction in TAU procedures achieved by increasing
STA is rapidly countered by the increase in paging,
which is proportional to STA · STAL.
In Figure 14 the total cost for the three solutions is
shown as a function of θ and STAL, for a system with
STA=7, γ=1 and α=1. As expected, the total cost for
the LA-SC solution grows with mobility and STAL
as can be seen in Figure 14(a). The same behavior is
seen for the LA-TA solution, Figure 14(b), where the
cost reduction achieved by increasing STAL is an effect
of the reduction of TAU procedures, since LULA−TA
is not affected. On the other hand, increasing STAL
has the same effect than increasing STA on the 3GPP
solution. The cost function grows with mobility and
first decreases as STAL grows because of a TAU pro-
cedures reduction, but then grows again due to the
increase in paging. The most interesting characteristic
of Figure 14(c) is the influence of the shape of the
TAL in the cost. This is more evident for low mobility,
when changing STAL from 3 to 7 reduces the total
cost, but increasing STAL from 7 to 12 causes a new
slight reduction. However, this differences diminish as
mobility increases.

6.2 Mobility Pattern Variations
Until now, the main characteristics of the three solu-
tions have been described for variations of θ, STA and
STAL when a random-walk model is used. However,
in this subsection we evaluate the impact of changes
in the mobility pattern for our two proposed LM
solutions and the 3GPP-based solution.

First, let us evaluate the mean number of TAU pro-
cedures NTAU , when a central and adaptive TAL con-
figurations are used. In Figure 15, NTAU is evaluated
for the two TAL configuration methods as α grows
from 1 to 50, orientation is 2, STAL=7, γ=1, θ=0.1, and
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Fig. 15: Central and adaptive TAL configuration com-
parison.

four different values of STA. Clearly, the adaptive TAL
configuration reduces NTAU for every case when α >
1, since the adaptive solution is the same as the central
solution when the random-walk model (α=1) is used.
This reduction is higher as STA is lower, and for the
lowest size, STA=1, a reduction of 30% is achieved.
When STA=19, the achieved reduction is of 21%. It
should be noted that TAL configuration is common
for the three presented LM solutions.

In order to compare the impact of mobility pat-
terns, let us define the cost reduction of the LA-
based solutions in relation to the 3GPP solution
ΛLA−SC and ΛLA−TA as

ΛLA−SC =
min(CostLA−SC)−min(Cost3GPP−based)

min(Cost3GPP−based) , (15)

ΛLA−TA =
min(CostLA−TA)−min(Cost3GPP−based)

min(Cost3GPP−based) , (16)

where the min function searches for the combina-
tion of STA and STAL for a fixed θ that minimizes the
cost for each scheme.
In Figure 16, the total cost reduction of the two LA-
based schemes in relation to the 3GPP-based scheme
for a system with STA=7, γ=1, orientation=2 and α=10
when θ goes from 0.01 to 10 is shown. As it was
seen in previous scenarios, the LA-SC scheme works
better for high values of θ, while the LA-TA is better
for low values of θ. An important fact of the LA-
TA scheme is that it achieves a maximum total cost
reduction when θ=0.8. For lower values of θ the cost
reduction is shorter, and in fact when θ=0.018, the total
cost of the LA-TA scheme is slightly higher than the
3GPP-based solution. However, this solution works
for a high range of θ values while at the same time
maintains the location granularity fixed, since STA=7.
On the other hand, the cost of the LA-SC scheme is
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Fig. 16: Cost reduction for a system with STA=7, γ=1,
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higher than the cost of th 3GPP-based solution for any
θ < 0.08.

In Figure 17 the total cost reduction of the two LA-
based schemes in relation to the 3GPP-based scheme
for a system with STA=7, γ=1, orientation=2 and α=10
for different cost sets as θ goes from 0.01 to 10 are
shown. Clearly, increasing the cost of location updates
to the local anchor reduces the range of θ values where
the LA-based solutions have a lower total cost. In
17(a), when CLU−LA grows from 2 to 5, the maximum
1/θ for which the LA-SC is valid is reduced from 26
to 6. However, as it was previously stated, the LA-
SC scheme is only suited for high values of θ. For the
LA-TA solution shown in Figure 17(b), the maximum
possible 1/θ when CLU−LA grows from 2 to 5, is
reduced from 120 to 22. Therefore, it is necessary to
maintain CLU−LA is as low as possible.

In Figure 18 the variance of the residence time
in a SC is modified through the parameter γ, for a
system with STA=7, orientation=2 and α=10. The cost
reduction of the LA-SC and the LA-TA schemes for
several values of θ are shown in Figures 18(a) and
18(b) respectively. In Figure 18(a) it can be seen that the
performance of the LA-SC solution is affected for high
values of θ when the variance is diminished, but on the
other hand, for very low values of γ (high variance),
the LA-SC scheme reduces the total cost for high
mobility values (low θ). On the other hand, the LA-TA
solution in Figure 18(b) is not affected when variance
is reduced for low θ (high mobility). However, as
variance grows, performance is affected for low values
of θ, reducing the range of useful mobility values.

6.3 Mobility Traces Considerations
In [11], the Call Data Records (CDRs) from 3 different
cities in USA are analyzed to obtain the mobility
patterns of users. Two important conclusions for voice
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Fig. 19: Cost reduction for a system with α=1, γ=1,
STA=12 and STAL=7.

users are obtained: First, a large portion of users (96%)
visit a low number of cells (low mobility) in a fixed
period (< 40 cells/day). Also, this users receive very
few calls (λc,s ≈ 0.52 calls/ day). Second, while only
4% of users visit more than 40 cells per month, they
receive a high volume of calls (λc,f ≈ 7.68 calls/ day).
Therefore, there are two types of voice users: (i) a high
percentage of low mobility/low traffic users, and (ii) a
low percentage of high mobility/high traffic users.

With the data provided in [11], it is not possible
to define the rate of cell crossings per day. However,
we can infer that for users of the first type, λm,s <40
(cells/day). With this in mind, and using λc,s as
provided above, we define the range of θ values of
interest for low mobility users as θs=λc,s/λm,s. Hence,
θs >0.013. In Figure 19, we evaluate the total cost
reduction of the two proposed location management
schemes against the 3GPP-based solution, for a system
with STA=12, STAL=7, γ=1 and α=1, i.e, random-
walk. It can be seen that for the lowest value of
interest, θ=0.013, the 3GPP-based solution is the best.
Only when θ reaches 0.03, the LA-TA scheme is better,
and this continues for the whole range of θs (λm < 17
cells/day). On the other side, the LA-SC scheme only
outperforms the 3GPP-based solution when θ reaches
0.06 (λm < 9 cells/day). Therefore, the proposed solu-
tions perform better for users with the lowest mobility.

According to the traces defined in [12], the majority
of the movements of high traffic users, are done in
long distances, with trajectories that cover on average
40 km. This type of movements are represented in our
mobility model when α >1. Using the data from [11],
we can infer that for high mobility users, λm,f >40
(cells/day). Hence, the range of θ values for this type
of users is θf=λc,f/λm,f < 0.19. In Figure 16, the
cost reduction of the two proposed schemes for a
system with STA=7, γ=1, α=10 and orientation = 2
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Fig. 17: Total cost reduction for system with STA=7, γ=1, orientation=2 and α=10.
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Fig. 18: Total cost reduction for system with STA=7, set=2, orientation=2 and α=10.

is shown. For the case of λm,f=120(cells/day), (θ=
0.064), the total cost reduction of the LA-TA scheme
is of 35%, and this reduction reaches 45 % when
θ=0.19. The LA-SC scheme is effective for a smaller
range of θ, since it only achieves a total cost reduction
when λm,f <100(cells/day). Therefore, the proposed
solutions are effective for the most relevant range of
high mobility users.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed two new location manage-
ment methods for small cells to reduce signaling over-
head in the MME while achieving an accurate location
of UEs. The proposed methods use a local anchor in
the SC network to keep a record of UEs’ locations in
a SC or TA basis. Given that the local anchor changes
with each UE, we managed to distribute the process-
ing load associated with location updates. Also, by

registering UEs’ locations more often, the proposed
schemes reduce the paging signaling cost in the MME.
Communication among SCs is done through the X2
interface, and an X2 router is introduced for scalability
purposes. In order to include the mobility patterns of
users, we proposed an adaptive Tracking Area List
setting method that reduces the frequency of location
updates. For analytical purposes, we developed a 2D
mobility model which considers several TA and TAL
sizes, UEs’ movement patterns and SCs’ residence
time characteristics. Through this model, we derived
analytical expressions for the signaling cost of our
two proposed schemes and an existing 3GPP-based
scheme. We compared the three solutions for different
scenarios and the results showed that our proposed
schemes are able to reduce the signaling overhead in
relation to the existing 3GPP standard solution. By
means of analysis of the obtained results, we were able
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to establish the impact that several parameters have
over the proposed solutions.
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